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Right here, we have countless books
the miniaturist by jessie burton
readinggroupguides and collections
to check out. We additionally find the
money for variant types and next type
of the books to browse. The enjoyable
book, fiction, history, novel, scientific
research, as capably as various new
sorts of books are readily within reach
here.
As this the miniaturist by jessie burton
readinggroupguides, it ends in the
works monster one of the favored
book the miniaturist by jessie burton
readinggroupguides collections that
we have. This is why you remain in the
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Author Focus: Jessie Burton - The
Miniaturist \u0026 The Muse THE
MINIATURIST BY JESSIE BURTON |
BOOK REVIEW The Miniaturist by
Jessie Burton | Review THE
MINIATURIST by Jessie Burton | Book
Trailer Book Review: The Miniaturist
by Jessie Burton Jessie Burton - The
Miniaturist. WHSmith Richard and
Judy Book Club Podcast Spring 2015
Book Talk || The Miniaturist Anna's
review of The Miniaturist by Jessie
Burton The Miniaturist Book Review
The Miniaturist by Jessie Burton ||
Book Review REVIEW | \"The
Miniaturist\" by Jessie Burton
[SPOILERS] The Miniaturist by
Jessie Burton - Review Reading 1
Star Book Reviews: A Questionable
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Book: 13 Steps From a Bestselling
Author TOP 10 HISTORICAL FICTION
READS | Recommended Reads 18
Great Books You Probably Haven't
Read The Miniaturist: Real-Life
History ???? — ??????? ??????? (2020)
The Confession 2 March Book Haul.
My Favourite Historical Fiction Book
#45 Review - The Miniaturist Jessie
Burton on THE MINIATURIST THE
MINIATURIST by Jessie Burton | The
making of the book cover Jessie
Burton on The Muse | Her new book,
writing history and life after The
Miniaturist The Miniaturist by Jessie
Burton - First Ever Video Review!
REVIEW - \"The Miniaturist\" by Jessie
Burton | LeeReader The Miniaturist Book Review | The Bookworm The
Miniaturist By Jessie Burton (BT#12)
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We talk to her about how her real
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writing ‘shed’ influences her writing,
and how she copes with both success
and criticism Jessie Burton’s debut
novel The Miniaturist was published in
2014 and was a ...
How I Work: Jessie Burton
The adaptation of Jessie Burton's
unusual period novel The Miniaturist
stars Anya Taylor-Joy as naive Nella
Oortman as she begins her life in 17th
century Amsterdam, with Romola
Garai as her scary ...
Meet the cast of The Miniaturist
The Miniaturist, based on Jessie
Burton’s bestseller, is hardly typical
Boxing Day viewing – it’s creepy and
unsettling, and it burns very slowly.
But stick with this first, feature-length
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The Miniaturist
The new novel by Jessie Burton, the
bestselling author of The Miniaturist,
follows Rose - adrift in her 30s - as
she unpicks the mystery of her
mother's disappearance years before.
The Confession
Copyright © 2021 BBC. The BBC is
not responsible for the content of
external sites. Read about our
approach to external linking.
The Arts Show The Reluctant Activist,
and Jessie Burton thinks Big. Clips
The new novel by Jessie Burton, the
bestselling author of The Miniaturist,
follows Rose - adrift in her 30s - as
she unpicks the mystery of her
mother's disappearance years before.
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Available Episodes
The craving for that. Because I can’t
paint, I find paintings so enticing. The
Miniaturist was inspired by 17thcentury Dutch interiors, and in The
Muse I write about the life of a painter.
National treasures: Prince Charles,
Mary McCartney and more on their
favourite National Gallery artwork
September 29 BookFest officially
opens at The Space in Wimbledon
Library and an appearance from the
hugely successful Wimbledon-born
novelist Jessie Burton. Burton’s debut
novel The Miniaturist has ...
14 unmissable events at the 10th
Wimbledon BookFest 2016
Other popular choices include debut
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Miniaturist by Jessie Burton, alongside
work from established authors such as
Donna Tartt and Lionel ...
The social and wellbeing benefits of
reading groups
Celebrate the diversity of Scottish
literary culture, taking in the obvious
and obscure across four centuries A
leading source of entertainment
listings since 1985.
An Evening With Jessie Burton &
Laura Purcell
as well as the TV series "Fleming"
about Ian Fleming’s work as a spy
and the genesis of James Bond, and
the TV adaptation of Jessie Burton’s
The Miniaturist.
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Picador is to publish a new novel by
Jessie Burton called The Muse in July
2016. Set in 1930s Spain and 1960s
London, The Muse... Read more ...
Tagged: Company Pictures
Inspired by the display of a dolls’
house at the Rijksmuseum, Jessie
Burton crafted a tale about ... which
Nella orders from a local miniaturist.
Before long, however, items begin to
arrive ...
18 books everyone should read at
least once—from enduring love stories
to terrifying dystopian fiction
Jessie Burton was born in 1982 and
lives in London. She studied at Oxford
University and The Royal Central
School of Speech and Drama, and
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The phenomenal Number One
BestsellerWinner of the Specsavers
National Book Award and Waterstones
Book of the YearA Richard and Judy
Book Club selectionThere is nothing
hidden that will not be revealed . . . On
an autumn day in 1686, eighteen-yearold Nella Oortman knocks at the door
of a grand house in the wealthiest
quarter of Amsterdam. She has come
from the country to begin a new life as
the wife of illustrious merchant trader
Johannes Brandt, but instead she is
met by his sharp-tongued sister,
Marin. Only later does Johannes
appear and present her with an
extraordinary wedding gift: a cabinetsized replica of their home. It is to be
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life counterparts in unexpected ways .
. .Nella is at first mystified by the
closed world of the Brandt household,
but as she uncovers its secrets she
realizes the escalating dangers that
await them all. Does the miniaturist
hold their fate in her hands? And will
she be the key to their salvation or the
architect of their downfall?Beautiful,
intoxicating and filled with heartpounding suspense, Jessie Burton's
magnificent debut novel The
Miniaturist is a story of love and
obsession, betrayal and retribution,
appearance and truth.
NOW A MAJOR BBC DRAMA The
phenomenal no. 1 bestseller
"Fabulously gripping" Observer On an
autumn day in 1686, eighteen-year-old
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of Amsterdam. She has come from the
country to begin a new life as the wife
of illustrious merchant trader Johannes
Brandt, but instead she is met by his
sharp-tongued sister, Marin. Only later
does Johannes appear and present
her with an extraordinary wedding gift:
a cabinet-sized replica of their home. It
is to be furnished by an elusive
miniaturist, whose tiny creations mirror
their real-life counterparts in
unexpected ways . . . Nella is at first
mystified by the closed world of the
Brandt household, but as she
uncovers its secrets she realizes the
escalating dangers that await them all.
Does the miniaturist hold their fate in
her hands? And will she be the key to
their salvation or the architect of their
downfall? Beautiful, intoxicating and
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novel The Miniaturist is a story of love
and obsession, betrayal and
retribution, appearance and truth.
MORE PRAISE FOR THE
MINIATURIST "The next big thing ...
Incredibly well-written, beautifully
plotted ... If you tore through Donna
Tartt's The Goldfinch, you'll love it."
Evening Standard "Utterly
transporting" Hannah Kent
"Mesmerising and suspenseful . . .
Unmissable" Psychologies "Ripples
with undercurrents, secrets, hidden
histories and inexplicable mysteries . .
. Tantalising, beautifully poised,
exquisitely detailed" Sunday Express
The phenomenal number one
bestseller and a major BBC TV series.
Winner of the Specsavers National
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Club selection. There is nothing
hidden that will not be revealed . . . On
an autumn day in 1686, eighteen-yearold Nella Oortman knocks at the door
of a grand house in the wealthiest
quarter of Amsterdam. She has come
from the country to begin a new life as
the wife of illustrious merchant trader
Johannes Brandt, but instead she is
met by his sharp-tongued sister,
Marin. Only later does Johannes
appear and present her with an
extraordinary wedding gift: a cabinetsized replica of their home. It is to be
furnished by an elusive miniaturist,
whose tiny creations mirror their reallife counterparts in unexpected ways .
. . Nella is at first mystified by the
closed world of the Brandt household,
but as she uncovers its secrets she
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hold their fate in her hands? And will
she be the key to their salvation or the
architect of their downfall? Beautiful,
intoxicating and filled with heartpounding suspense, Jessie Burton's
magnificent debut novel The
Miniaturist is a story of love and
obsession, betrayal and retribution,
appearance and truth.
Now a television miniseries, as seen
on Masterpiece on PBS Set in
seventeenth century Amsterdam—a city
ruled by glittering wealth and
oppressive religion—a masterful debut
steeped in atmosphere and
shimmering with mystery, in the
tradition of Emma Donoghue, Sarah
Waters, and Sarah Dunant. ”There is
nothing hidden that will not be
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Oortman arrives in Amsterdam to
begin a new life as the wife of
illustrious merchant trader Johannes
Brandt. But her new home, while
splendorous, is not welcoming.
Johannes is kind yet distant, always
locked in his study or at his warehouse
office—leaving Nella alone with his
sister, the sharp-tongued and
forbidding Marin. But Nella’s world
changes when Johannes presents her
with an extraordinary wedding gift: a
cabinet-sized replica of their home. To
furnish her gift, Nella engages the
services of a miniaturist—an elusive
and enigmatic artist whose tiny
creations mirror their real-life
counterparts in eerie and unexpected
ways . . . Johannes’ gift helps Nella to
pierce the closed world of the Brandt
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unusual secrets, she begins to
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understand—and fear—the escalating
dangers that await them all. In this
repressively pious society where gold
is worshipped second only to God, to
be different is a threat to the moral
fabric of society, and not even a man
as rich as Johannes is safe. Only one
person seems to see the fate that
awaits them. Is the miniaturist the key
to their salvation . . . or the architect of
their destruction? Enchanting,
beautiful, and exquisitely suspenseful,
The Miniaturist is a magnificent story
of love and obsession, betrayal and
retribution, appearance and truth.
'A beautiful and profound retelling' Madeline Miller A dazzling, feminist
retelling of Greek myth from the
internationally bestselling author of
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by Olivia Lomenech Gill. Exiled to a farReadinggroupguides
flung island by the whims of the gods,
Medusa has little company except the
snakes that adorn her head instead of
hair. But when a charmed, beautiful
boy called Perseus arrives on the
island, her lonely existence is
disrupted with the force of a
supernova, unleashing desire, love
and betrayal... Filled with glorious fullcolour illustrations by award-winning
Olivia Lomenech Gill, this astonishing
retelling of Greek myth is perfect for
readers of Circe and The Silence of
the Girls. Illuminating the girl behind
the legend, it brings alive Medusa for a
new generation.
From the #1 internationally bestselling
author of The Miniaturist comes a
captivating and brilliantly realized story
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bohemian woman in 1930s Spain—and
the powerful mystery that ties them
together. England, 1967. Odelle
Bastien is a Caribbean émigré trying to
make her way in London. When she
starts working at the prestigious
Skelton Institute of Art, she discovers
a painting rumored to be the work of
Isaac Robles, a young artist of
immense talent and vision whose
mysterious death has confounded the
art world for decades. The excitement
over the painting is matched by the
intrigue around the conflicting stories
of its discovery. Drawn into a complex
web of secrets and deceptions, Odelle
does not know what to believe or who
she can trust, including her
mesmerizing colleague, Marjorie
Quick. Spain, 1936. Olive Schloss, the
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her parents to Arazuelo, a poor,
restless village on the southern coast.
She grows close to Teresa, a young
housekeeper, and Teresa’s halfbrother, Isaac Robles, an idealistic and
ambitious painter newly returned from
the Barcelona salons. A dilettante
buoyed by the revolutionary fervor that
will soon erupt into civil war, Isaac
dreams of being a painter as famous
as his countryman Picasso. Raised in
poverty, these illegitimate children of
the local landowner revel in exploiting
the wealthy Anglo-Austrians.
Insinuating themselves into the
Schloss family’s lives, Teresa and
Isaac help Olive conceal her artistic
talents with devastating consequences
that will echo into the decades to
come. Rendered in exquisite detail,
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The Muse is a passionate and
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enthralling tale of desire, ambition, and
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the ways in which the tides of history
inevitably shape and define our lives.

"A riveting feminist retelling, filled with
excitement, imagination, magic, and
just the right touch of darkness."
-Madeline Miller, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Circe From
acclaimed New York Times bestselling
author Jessie Burton comes her debut
middle-grade--a girl-forward fairy tale
retelling of "The Twelve Dancing
Princesses" about sisterhood,
imagination, and bravery, lushly
packaged and with beautiful full-color
illustrations. For the twelve daughters
of King Alberto, Queen Laurelia's
death is a disaster beyond losing a
mother. The king decides his
daughters must be kept safe at all
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possessions, and most importantly,
their freedom. But the sisters,
especially the eldest, Princess Frida,
will not bend to this fate. She still has
one possession her father cannot take:
the power of her imagination. And so,
with little but wits and ingenuity to rely
on, Frida and her sisters begin their
fight to be allowed to live on their own
terms. The Restless Girls is a
sparkling whirl of a fairy tale--one that
doesn't need a prince to save the day,
and instead is full of brave,
resourceful, clever young women.
The powerful, moving and suspenseful
novel from the million-copy bestselling
author of The Miniaturist and The
Muse.
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standalone thriller featuring a “toughReadinggroupguides

talking, scarred heroine”* from the
author of the Temperance Brennan
series, the basis for the hit TV show
Bones. Meet Sunday Night, a woman
with physical and psychological scars,
and a killer instinct. . . . Sunnie has
spent years running from her past,
burying secrets and building a life in
which she needs no one and feels
nothing. But a girl has gone missing,
lost in the chaos of a bomb explosion,
and the family needs Sunnie’s help. Is
the girl dead? Did someone take her?
If she is out there, why doesn’t she
want to be found? It’s time for Sunnie
to face her own demons—because they
just might lead her to the truth about
what really happened all those years
ago. *Publishers Weekly Praise for
Two Nights “Reichs’ newest heroine,
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well-nigh uncontrollable rage in her
thrilling, violent search for a missing
girl so much like herself.”—Kirkus
Reviews “Brennan fans should
appreciate Sunday [Night] . . . the star
of this fast-paced series launch from
bestseller Reichs. [The finale] seems
designed for the big
screen.”—Publishers Weekly “The
writing is crisp and vivid. . . . The story
is cleverly plotted. . . . Reichs’ legion
of fans should be encouraged to check
out this one.”—Booklist Praise for
Kathy Reichs “I love Kathy
Reichs—always scary, always
suspenseful, and I always learn
something.”—Lee Child “Kathy Reichs
continues to be one of the most
distinctive and talented writers in the
genre. Her legion of readers worldwide
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the more books she writes, the more
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enthusiastic fans she’ll
garner.”—Sandra Brown “Nobody does
forensics thrillers like Kathy Reichs.
She’s the real deal.”—David Baldacci
“Kathy Reichs writes smart—no, make
that brilliant—mysteries.”—James
Patterson “Reichs, a forensic
anthropologist, makes her crime
novels intriguingly
realistic.”—Entertainment Weekly
A sensual tale of art, lust, and
deception—now a major motion picture
In 1630s Amsterdam, tulipomania has
seized the populace. Everywhere men
are seduced by the fantastic exotic
flower. But for wealthy merchant
Cornelis Sandvoort, it is his young and
beautiful wife, Sophia, who stirs his
soul. She is the prize he desires, the
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can buy. Cornelis yearns for an heir,
but so far he and Sophia have failed to
produce one. In a bid for immortality,
he commissions a portrait of them both
by the talented young painter Jan van
Loos. But as Van Loos begins to
capture Sophia's likeness on canvas,
a slow passion begins to burn between
the beautiful young wife and the
talented artist. As the portrait unfolds,
so a slow dance is begun among the
household’s inhabitants. Ambitions,
desires, and dreams breed a grand
deception—and as the lies multiply,
events move toward a thrilling and
tragic climax. In this richly imagined
international bestseller, Deborah
Moggach has created the rarest of
novels—a lush, lyrical work of fiction
that is also compulsively readable.
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a time, a place, and a passion. Praise
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for Tulip Fever “Sumptuous prose . . .
reads like a thriller.”—The New York
Times Book Review “An artful novel in
every sense of the word . . . deftly
evokes seventeenth-century
Amsterdam’s vibrant
atmosphere.”—Los Angeles Times
“Need a brief escape into a beautiful
and faraway world? Deborah
Moggach’s wonderful Tulip Fever can
offer you that.”—New York Post “Taut
with suspense and unexpected
revelations.”—Entertainment Weekly
“Elegantly absorbing.”—The
Philadelphia Inquirer
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